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In this study a test standard was developed frupset response testing

i; of MSI integrated circuits when they are exposed to pulses of ionizing radiation.

-. Internal response mechanisms were considered that can potentially cause certain

iilinternal locations tQ-be more sensitive to transient upset than other internal

~locations. An analysis method was developed to identify these regions and select

the most sensitive electrical conditions for radiation testing.

The test method was applied to five different TTL circuit types to

i compare the analysis approach with radiation test data. The selected circuits

i included junction-isolated circuits that were gold doped, junction-isolated cir-

i '  cuits that used Schottky clamping, and special hardened circuits fabricated with

i< a dielectric isolation process that also used Schottky-clamped transistors.

~Two of the five circuit types had internal locations that were unusually

sensitive to transient upset because of the geometrical design of internal

transistors. The analysis method successfully identified these locations, and

provided good quantitative agreement with the radiation test results.

The results of the study show that some MSl circuits have internal

ii nodes that are unusually sensitive to transient upsets. A topological analysis

i is required in order to find these locations and specify the electrical test

"' ' conditions for radiation testing. Without such an analysis, it is likely that
~sensitive operating modes will be overlooked, overestimating the radiation level

"- at which the devices can safely be used.

"'-: A formal test method is included in the appendix that describes the

-:1procedure needed to analyze and test MSI devices when they are exposed to pulses

-of ionizing radiation. This procedure cross-references other applicable test

..... standards, and specifies the equipment and apparatus required to test and analyze

>, MSI integrated circuits.
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The experimental work in the study was restricted to TTL devices, since

they comprise the majority of MSI circuits. The analysis approach should be

directly applicable to other MSI technologies such as CMOS and ECL. However,

careful consideration must be given to response mechanisms that directly involve

parasitic transistor gain which was not a factor for the TTL devices.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1 GENERAL.

The purpose of this study was to develop a standard test method for upset

response threshold testing of MSI (medium scale integration) integrated circuits

that are exposed to pulses of transient ionizing radiation. A formal test procedure

was developed in the Mil-Standard format which is contained in the annendix.

The body of the report explains the technical approach in more detail

- than the formal Mil-Standard, and also demonstrates its application to five dif-

ferent circuit types. The results of the topological analysis are compared with

expe.riment, and a general discussion is included about its applicability to other

MSI digital circuit technologies.

1-2 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Several people provided comments and suggestions that wcre incorporated

in the final versions of the standard. These included Dr. E. A. Wolicki of NRL who

also served as technical monitor; G. McLane (NRL); J. W. Harrity(IRT); E. E. King

(Northrop Corporation); H. Eisen (HDL); H. Schafft (NBS); and T. Ellis (NSWC-Crane).

1-3 UNITS OF MEASUREMENT.

Metric units are used throughout this report. However, absorbed dose is

commonly measured in rad (material) instead of Gray (material) as specified by cur-

rent preferred metric units. Table 1 lists the conversion from conventional units

to preferred metric units.

Table 1. Conversion factors for customary
and standard metric units.

To Convert From To Multiply By

rad(material) Gray (material) 1.000 x 10-2

7



SECTION 2

BACKGROUND

2-1 P-N JUNCTION PHOTOCURRENT

2-1.1 Primary Photocurrent.

The excess carriers provided by transient ionization cause a photocurrent

to flow across any p-n junction that is exposed to radiation. Under wide pulse con-

ditions where time equilibrium is established, this photocurrent is given by the

expression

Sppi = e -y G A (W + L) (1)"':: pp

where i = the primary photocurrent,
pp
e = the magnitude of the electronic charge,

Y = the dose rate,

G = the carrier generation constant (G = 4.2 x 1013 e-h pairs
;.'.: rad(Si)_cm 3

in silicon),

A = the junction area,

W = the junction depletion width, and

L = the diffusion length of minority carriers.

For nonequilibrium conditions, there will be a prompt component associated

with the space-charge region of the junction and a diffusion term caused by the dif-

fusion of minority carriers close to the space-charge boundary. For conditions

where the pulse width is less than the minority carrier lifetime, the photocurrent

is given by1

-'1-pI =e G A W + L erf (t/T)l/2 (2)• [..•pp

* where erf = the error function,

T = the minority carrier lifetime, and

t = the width of the radiation pulse.

Two other relations are useful when applying equations 1 and 2. First,

the minority carrier lifetime is related to the diffusion length by the equation

L= vDT (3)

b "



where D is the diffusion constant. The depletion width is determined by the applied

voltage and the doping levels on each side of the junction. For step junctions,
.2

the depletion width can be calculated from the relation

W'" [2 E (NA + ND) (V + 12 ND

2 e NA N(D

where = dielectric constant

V = applied potential

= built-in potential (%0.8 V in silicon)

NA = doping concentration on p-side, and

ND = doping concentration on n-side.

Although more complicated expressions are needed for graded junctions, equation 4

can be applied to the collector-substrate and collector-base junction of integrated

circuits.

The lifetime of silicon semiconductor devices varies froin about 1 ,s for

non-saturating technologies, where no attempt is made to control the lifetime, to

10 ns or less for saturating switching devices that are heavily gold doped. Thus,

for most gold-doped technologies equation 1 is adequate to describe i even for
pp

narrow radiation pulse widths, while equation 2 must be used for non-saturating

technologies such as Schottky TTL.

For applications in narrow pulse environments one is often more concerned

with the lower integrated charge (effectively a drop in peak amplitude) than the

explicit time dependence. Equation 2 can be used to calculate the effective charge

reduction, given the nominal lifetime and radiation pulse width.

2-1.2 Secondary Photocurrent.

' * For transistors, the primary photocurrent may be amplified because of

transistor gain, resulting in secondary photocurrent. The actual value of secondary

*photocurrent depends on circuit-related factors as well as the time dependence of

both i and the transistor switching characteristics. However, this photocurrent
pp

is always less than the limiting value provided by

=h i()
sp FE pp

.619



where I = secondary photocurrent,sphFE = the common-emitter current gain, and

i = the primary photocurrent of the base-collector junction.

pp

For most digital circuits a simple hand calculation can be used to calculate the

primary photocurrent needed to exceed the input logic threshold.

For integrated circuits, secondary photocurrents must be considered for

parasitic as well as normal transistors. Most modern digital IC's use buried layers

to reduce the parasitic transistor gain to very low values. This allows their

secondary photocurrent to be ignored. However, the primary photocurrents associated

with parasitic junctions are still important, as discussed in the following section.

2-2 CONSTRUCTION AND TOPOLOGY OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS.

2-2.1 Junction Isolation (J.I.).

The overwhelming majority of integrated circuits are fabricated on a

common substrate, using reverse-biased p-n junctions to maintain isolation between

active circuit components. The presence of this parasitic isolation junction has a

pronounced effect on the transient radiation response because the radiation-induced

photocurrent associated with the substrate is much larger than that of other p-n

junctions within the circuit.

A cross section of a typical bipolar logic circuit is shown in Figure 1.

The substrate is lightly doped p-type silicon (N 1015 cm-3). Buried layer (n+)Aregions are formed, and then an n-type epitaxial layer is grown over the entire sur-

face. The purpose of the buried layer is twofold: it lowers the series collector

resistance and also reduces the gain of the parasitic substrate transistor. The

latter point is extremely important for transient ionization analysis since it

virtually eliminates secondary photocurrent from this parasitic transistor.*

A subsequent p+ diffusion is used to form isolated n-regions for individual

components. A p-type diffusion within the n-regions forms the base region of tran-

sistors; the base diffusion also is used to form resistors, as shown in the figure.

:- An emitter diffusion completes the basic fabrication process.

*This buried layer is not present at the input protection diodes used in CMOS (Jr-
cuits and therefore parasitic transistor actions must be considered in detail when
analyzing their transient ionization response.

0 10
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Figure 1. Cross-section and top view of typical components used in
a junction-isolated TTL circuit.
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The photocurrent of the collector-substrate junction is extremely large,

due to its large area and the light substrate doping, which increases the junction

depth (W % I/N- , from equation 4). This junction surrounds every transistor

. and resistor within the circuit, and has an area that is only slightly smaller than

-m that of the entire chip (the isolation diffusions occupy about 10- of the chip area).

in This large photocurrent tends to dominate the radiation response, even though

- secondary photocurrent is usually not involved.

Another factor that is important is lifetime. Older integrated circuits

* used gold doping to reduce the lifetime to levels below 10 ns, and their primary

photocurrent time response was extremely fast. Newer technologies use Schottky

" clamping, forming a Schottky diode by extending the base metallization region over

the collector. This eliminates the electrical requirement for gold doping because

the lower forward voltage drop of the Schottky diode keeps the transistor from

saturating. However, without gold doping the lifetime in the collector and substrate

regions is - 1 ps, with a corresponding equilibration time for primary photocurrent.

2-2.2 Dielectric Isolation (D.I.).

It is possible-to eliminate the parasitic isolation junction by using a

* more complex, expensive process that results in dielectric isolation. This process

* uses the anisotropic etch proberties of (1 0 0) silicon to form a V-shaped channel

* of known depth. Oxidation of these channels then provides dielectric isolation be-

tween n-type regions. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of a transistor fabricated

with this process. Mechanical lapping is required in order to remove the n-epitaxial

material that extends beyond the anisotropic etch depth. The collector tub depth

varies across the wafer because the lapping is never exactly parallel to the other

surface. Because of the many additional processing steps, the yield of D.I. devices

is usually much lower than J.I. processes, and consequently it is seldom used for

commercial devices. However there are some applications where superior electrical

performance justifies its use. The elimination of the parasitic isolation junction

provides obvious advantages in hardening devices in the transient ionization environ-

- ment, so that D.I. construction is often used for special radiation-hardened circuits.

A further advantage of dielectric isolation is that it eliminates latchup, provided

that only one active component is placed in each isolated collector tub.

12
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Figure 2. Cross-section and top view of a dielectrically-
isolated transistor.
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2-3 UPSET RESPONSE MECHANISMS IN TTL CIRCUITS.

The simple NAND gate illustrated in Figure 3 provides insight into the

relative importance of various response mechanisms in TTL integrated circuits. For

a junction-isolated gate, one finds experimentally that the lowest upset response

threshold occurs in the high output state. The transient response exceeds the 400 mV

- noise margin in the range 2-4 x 108 rad(Si)/s for standard power, gold-doped TTL

-" gates. Four mechanisms can potentially cause high-state transient upset:

1) substrate photocurrent of Q2 through R2 (this is transmitted

directly to the output by Q3, which operates as an emitter

follower)

2) secondary photocurrent in

3) substrate photocurrent of Q4 interacting with Q3 and Dl (the output

voltage drops 120 mV for each tenfold increase in the emitter

current of Q because of the exponential relationship of VBE and Is).

4) secondary photocurrent in Q2 "

Typical chip layouts show that the ratio of the collector areas of tran-

sistors Q4 to Q2 is about three; we will also assume that the collector-substrate

photocurrent of each transistor is about eight times that of its base-collector

photocurrent. The substrate photocurrent of the output transistor is assumed to be

1 mA at lO9 rad(Si)/s; this is based on a generation rate of 7 x l0-9  A-s
cm -rad(Si)

, with a collector-substrate area of 1.4 x l0-4 cm2, which is representative of

" gold-doped devices.

Table 2 shows the results of upset response threshold calculations for the

above mechanisms. Clearly, substrate photocurrent is the dominant response mechanism.

Secondary photocurrent does not become significant until levels nearly an order of

magnitude above that at which substrate-related mechanisms cause upset. The relative

ranking of these mechanisms depends on the resistor and junction area ratios.

*i Unusual transistor geometries-such as an output transistor with an extremely large

S.- base area-may increase the importance of secondary photocurrent mechanisms. Large

internal transistor geometries will also modify the results, and MSI circuits may

contain such transistors.

14
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Note 1: Substrate parasitic junctions shown as diodes (dashed connections).
Note 2: Loading network provides full fanout in both logic states.

Figure 3. Electrical schematic of an elementary TTL NAND gate.
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Table 2. Upset response mechanisms for the TTL inverter.

Estimated
Output Voltage Photocurrent Threshold

Mechanism Sensitivity Region [rad(Si)/sJ

1 760 ippS Q2 (substrate) 2.7 x 108

2* Hard failure Q4 > 1 x 109

at -, 1 mA

3 120 mV for Q4 (substrate) Combines with
lOX increase 1 to lower

in current threshold % X2
( 1.5 x 108)

4* Hard failure Q2  2 0

at 1 mA

*These two mechanisms depend on transistor gain and base body
resistance, and are uncertain within a factor of two or more.

Since the most sensitive mechanisms depend on fundamental quantities-

junction areas, lifetime, and resistor values-it is straightforward to apply this

analysis to other variations of TTL circuits. For example, Schottky devices have a

photocurrent that is approximately eight times larger per unit area. Their upset

- threshold will be eight times lower in a wide pulse environment (pulse width > 1 us),

with lower factors for narrow pulses (see equation 2).

Other TTL circuit designs use different resistor values, resulting in dif-

* ferent upset response thresholds. The two low power families-54L and 54LS-use

resistor values that are nearly an order of magnitude greater. This increases their

radiation sensitivity, although smaller transistor geometries are usually used

because of the lower operating currents.

Although zero-state response mechanisms do not occur for simple gates,

there are mechanisms that can cause such responses. The most likely mechanism is

turn-off of Q2 due to the substrate photocurrent of QI. In order for this to occur,

the collector area of Q, must be a factor of 5 to 10 larger than the area of the

- typical input transistor used in SSI gates. In addition, Q1 operates in the inverted

mode with the input high, providing secondary photocurrent (this involves the in-

verted gain) that partially compensates for the substrate photocurrent. Thus, this

* mechanism is unlikely to occur, but could be important for devices with very large

input geometries. MSI devices sometimes use input transistors as cross unders, dif-

fusing emitters under the selected metallization run; this can result in much larger

junction areas, and possible zero state failure.

e16
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For dielectrically-isolated circuits, the dominant response mechanism

is almost always secondary photocurrent of the output transistor. Most D.I. devices

are designed to be hardened to transient upset, and photocurrent compensation is often

employed as a hardening technique. For these types of devices a simple topological

analysis is of less value, because the circuit designer has already considered the

simple geometrical factors that are so important for the J.1. technology. In most

cases, the response threshold is determined by second order effects, such as photo-

current mismatches or internal body resistances that are generally beyond the

*capability of hand analysis. However, for unhardened D.I. structures the analysis

method can be used in much the same way as for J.1. devices.

The TTL gate example shows the importance of different failure modes in

I- determining the upset response. For junction-isolated devices, the dominant in-

fluence of substrate photocurrents allows simplifications when analyzing more compli-

* cated devices. The relative area of internal isolation regions is a key factor in

establishing response mechanisms; these areas can easily be measured from a

photomicrograph.

2-4 RESPONSE MECHANISMS FOR OTHER DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES.

Although most MSI circuits are made with the TTL technology, ECL and CMOS

circuits are also available. ECL logic circuits are also made using junction-

*isolation, and can be analyzed in much the same manner as TTL circuits. Substrate

photocurrent is usually the dominant mechanism, and buried layers are used in their

fabrication so that parasitic transistor gain is low.

CMOS circuits are fabricated differently, and have a much more complicated

interaction with the substrate region because buried layers are not used. Many CMOS

circuits exhibit latchup because of this substrate interaction. In many cases the

* latchup paths have involved the input protection diode network. 3 The relative areas

of internal transistors are still important factors in determining the upset response

threshold and may be used to identify sensitive internal regions. However, a com-

plete solution to the CMOS upset problem must consider substrate interactions, which

are generally beyond the capability of hand analysis.

Other mechanisms can also occur that are different fram those encountered

* in simple gate structures. For example, Ellis and Kim have observed parasitic gain

effects in 12 L LSI devices that occur in metallization cross unders.4  These cross

unders were only used on certain output lines. Overly optimistic upset levels could

S17



result if the outputs with the cross unders were not included in the set of outputs

that were monitored during radiation testing. This mechanism occurred because no

buried layer is used in IL, resulting in high substrate transistor qains.

2-5 MSI UPSET TESTING CONSIDERATIONS.

2-5.1 Definition of Upset Threshold.

There are two basic types of MSI logic circuits. The first type consists

of devices which rely only on combinational (static) logic and includes data selec-

tors, multiplexers, most read-only-memories, and complex static logic chips. These

devices have a fixed truth table which defines the relationship between the inputs

and outputs that does not depend on dynamic pulse trains or clock references. For

combinational devices, transient failure of internal logic cells will immediately

affect one or more of the device outputs. Transient failures are detected by

examining the outputs of the device during the radiation pulse; there is no need to

perform elaborate functional tests after irradiation because functional operation is
- solely determined by the static input logic conditions. Geometrical or design

i. factors (i.e., wire-or logic) may cause specific regions to have a low upset response

threshold. The logic conditions used for radiation testing must include these regions

in the logic path in order to find the correct operating conditions for the lowest

. upset threshold during radiation testing.

The second MSI device type consists of devices which rely on a sequence of

dynamic pulse inputs to determine the output logic state (sequential logic). For

these devices, internal flip-flops or registers store information, and transient

radiation pulses may change the state of these internal logic cells. Since the output

state depends on a complex sequence of input signals, these internal failures can

- only be detected by a functional test of the device outputs. This functional test

requires a sequence of input pulses; the device outputs are tested for the entire

series of input pulses and compared with the expected result from the device truth

table to detect failure. This functional testing is required each time that a device

is tested in a radiation environment. The functional test pattern can be very long

" for complex devices and adds considerable difficulty to the task of radiation

testing.

The definition of upset is unambiguous when a nonrecoverable change in an

internal storage resistor occurs (sequential logic), but is not well defined for

transient responses at the device output which may occur for either type of logic

. circuit. The difficulty is that the noise immunity of a typical device in a radiation
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test assembly is much greater than the worst-case noise immunity that applies in a

real application. For example, with a 5 V power supply the output of a typical TTL

device will have to fall from 3.5 to 1.5 V before it will affect the input of other

circuits. However, the worst-case noise immunity is only 0.4 V; furthermore, system

noise (caused by reflections from short unterminated lines, power supply transients,

etc.) will consume most of this worst-case noise immunity. Consequently, in a real

application a radiation-induced change of 50 - 200 mV can cause transient upset.

This is an order of magnitude lower than the typical noise immunity. Since substrate-

related mechanisms are proportional to dose rate, their response threshold drops by

the same factor when the correct noise margin is used.

2-5.2 Total Dose Limitations.

In order to determine the upset threshold of a device in a given test con-

dition, it is necessary to subject the device to a series of radiation pulses, testing

the device for upset failure during and after each pulse. The radiation level is

changed after each pulse until the failure level is bracketed. The final results

*i are determined by successive approximation or interpolation. The number of pulses

required depends on how close the radiation upset level is to the initial test level

and also upon the accuracy needed. The minimum number of pulses is usually in the

range of 3 to 10 pulses per input state condition. Even more may be needed for de-

. vices which have wide unit-to-unit variation in upset level.* Large numbers of

radiation pulses are required to test a complex MSI part in all of its possible

input conditions.

The total dose accrued during testing may introduce significant total dose

damage to the device, which affects the end result, and is an unavoidable interference.

Modern devices vary widely in total sensitivity. Furthermore, the significance

of total dose damage cannot always be determined from the failure level associated

with a given device technology. For example, Schottky TTL devices fail at levels

well above 1 Mrad(Si). 5 Their electrical performance is only slightly affected by

* moderate gain changes, but the diffusion component of substrate photocurrent is

*In some cases it may be easier to test devices at several fixed levels. This is

a faster test method, but the resolution is limited to the difference between
successive radiation levels.
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;* significantly reduced at levels far below the catastrophic circuit failure level.

This will increase the apparent threshold for upset response, and illustrates the

importance of understanding the mechanisms which cause the transient response.

For some devices, it may be possible to consider radiation testing in each

possible input configuration. However, this approach cannot be used in general be-

cause of the large number of radiation pulses that is required. If the test method

is to be usable for devices with high total dose sensitivity, the number of radiation

pulses must be restricted to avoid interference from total dose degradation. This

forces some means of restricting the test conditions for a generally applicable test

method.

2-5.3 System Needs and Test Accuracy.

The importance of determining the precise level at which upset occurs is

strongly dependent on the way in which a particular device is applied in a given

system. For example, some tactical and avionics system have specifications which

are much lower than the typical upset level of commercial MSI devices, and their

testing needs are satisfied with a relatively coarse measurement. Their testing

budgets are low; they are extremely concerned with testing costs and are willing to

trade off cost and accuracy. On the other hand, strategic systems may have lower

margins between the mean upset level and system survival level, and may also need

accurate data in order to determine the statistical distribution of upset thresholds.

The testing cost depends on the complexity and thoroughness of functional testinq

. and the number of different logic states used for testing. The test method must

- allow some trade off between accuracy, completeness, and cost if it is to be

generally useful.

2-5.4 Test Hardware.

MSI upset threshold testing requires elaborate test hardware, particularly

for devices with complex functions. This test hardware must generate the appropriate

input test patterns, synchronized with the radiation source, and must also compare

the device outputs with the expected results. This hardware must operate satis-

• factorily in a noisy radiation environment, and requires careful checkout to make

- sure that functional errors are induced only by the devices response and not by

I instrumentation errors.
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General purpose equipment can be used for less complicated devices. How-

ever, for more complex devices the fabrication and checkout costs become prohibitively

high.

• Specialized computer-controlled test systems are available which have

elaborate functional pattern generation and comparison capability and can be pro-

grammed by high level computer languages. These flexible test systems eliminate

much of the hardware development cost. However, a substantial effort is required to

develop the initial test software and verify proper system operation.
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SECTION 3

TECHNICAL APPROACH

* 3-1 OVERVIEW.

The approach used for the MSI transient upset response test method consists

of a combination of circuit analysis and radiation testing which is then used to

determine the states in which a specific circuit type is most sensitive to transient

* upset. Because the basic mechanisms that cause the transient response are intimately

connected with the geometry and topology of the circuit, the analysis must generally

include these factors. The analysis determines the relative photocurrents of in-

ternal transistors. Nominal values of gain and resistance are then used to find

the regions that are most sensitive to radiation.

Sequential logic circuits are often most sensitive to upset when the

radiation pulse occurs in coincidence with clock or internal circuit transitions.

* This is too difficult for hand analysis, and therefore supplementary radiation

testing is used to determine the dynamic conditions in which the circuit is most

* susceptible to upset. The radiation tests can also be used to corroborate the

* analysis by comparing the upset threshold of different circuit conditions.

This test procedure addresses only transient upset, and does not consider

latchup or photocurrent-induced burnout. Although the method should be applicable

to any technology, the primary emphasis is on TTL circuits, since they comprise the

* majority of MSI devices.

3-2 DEFINITIONS.

The terms below require precise definitions in order to avoid confusion.

Section 2-5.1 defines upset threshold, and also contains a more tutorial discussion

of combinational and sequential logic circuits.

MSI Integrated An integrated circuit with a total number of
Circuit. internal components that is equivalent to the

number of components contained in 15 to 100

gates. MSI stands for medium scale integration.

Examples of MSI circuits include multiplexers,

registers, counters, small memories and

arithmetic logic units.
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Combinational Lojc. A digital logic system with the property that its

output state at any time is solely detenined by

the logic signals at its input at the same time

(except for small time delays caused by propaga-

tion delay of internal logic elements). Examples

of combinational circuits include multiplexers

and decoders.

Sequential Logic. A digital logic system with the property that its

output signals at a given time depend on the

sequence and time relationship of logic signals

that were previously applied to its inputs.

Examples of sequential logic include shift

registers, counters and arithmetic logic units.

State Vector. A state vector completely specifies the logic

condition of all elements within a logic circuit.

For combinational circuits the state vector in-

cludes the logic signals that arc -..plied '. ill

inputs; for sequential circuits nv state vector

must also include the sequence and time relation-

ship of all input signals. In this standard the

output states will also be considered part of the

state vector definition.

3-3 DEVICE RESPONSE CATEGORIES.

Before developing the details of the test method, it is important to ex-

amine the physical reasons that may cause the transient response to depend on the

state vector of the circuit. Little evidence of state vector sensitivity has

emerged from many years of testing SSI devices. Most devices exhibit only a narrow

* range of response thresholds, and the mechanisms that determine the response are

well understood. There are also relatively few components in each logic path. It

is generally assumed that abnormal devices will be screened out by the functional

and switching tests that are done by the manufacturer.

The complexity of MSI circuits invalidates most of the assumptions that

simplify the SSI problem, and there is a greater possibility of topological dependence

of the failure modes. MSI responses may be state vector dependent because
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S-1) the topology or design of the circuit causes one mode to be

consistently more sensitive, or

2) random processing defects cause various regions of the device

to have different radiation sensitivities.

The first mechanism is amenable to analysis, and is the mechanism that this test

method attempts to identify. The presence of the second mechanism depends on the

. nature of the defects, the circuit design, and the functional and parametric tests

* that the circuit must meet. In general, this mechanism can only be identified by

radiation testing the device in each state vector, which is usually inconsistent

with cost and total dose limitations (see Section 2-5).

It is convenient to define three different categories of MSI device types

". which have different testing and analytical requirements. These categories cor-

respond to the basic response mechansims as follows:

Category I: Devices which have straightforward internal design based on

interconnections of standard logic blocks with no geometrical or circuit asymmetries.

It is also assumed that the standard wide temperature range and burn-in testing re-

quirements will reduce the probability of obtaining a device with abnormal response

mechanisms to an extremely low value. For this type of device, testing the part

under many different dynamic conditions with thorough functional testing after

irradiation will give the same upset threshold as an abbreviated test. Simple logic

circuits usually fall in this category because they involve simple replications of

basic logic cells.

Category II: Devices for which certain modes, state vectors or topological

locations are significantly more sensitive than others because of the electrical

and/or topological design of the circuit. This behavior is consistent between de-

vices from a given set of diffusion masks and processing steps and can be identified

either by thorough complex testing or oy careful analysis of the circuit design and

topology. Mechanisms that can cause Category II responses include internal tran-

sistors with large junction areas, parasitic junction responses that result from chip

layout, and the use of different logic cell designs for internal logic.

Category III: Devices which have lower transient threshold levels for

certain internal cells because of random statistical variations in electrical para-

* meters (i.e., leakage currents, resistance values, hFE) or manufacturing tolerances

(mask alignment, defect density, etc.) which are not screened out by the normal
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testing and burn-in orocedures. It is assumed that the probability of significant

statistical variations in threshold levels is high enough to cause a serious problem

in system applications. Examination of circuit function and topology can be used to

distinguish between Category I and Category II devices, but cannot detect Category

III devices. This kind of failure mode can only be found by elaborate, thorough

testing of each device, or by tests of special test patterns that are designed to

detect such failures. Mechanisms that can cause Category III responses include

.* processing defects such as open resistors, mask misalignment, and emitter spikes that

result in a lower turn-on threshold. Statistical variations in normal electrical

parameters (such as hFE) may also result in Category III responses. These statistical

fluctuations are more important for MSI devices because of the larger number of com-

ponents and the large number of logic paths, which tend to isolate the interior of

the device from the terminals. In general standard electrical tests are less likely

to weed out marginal logic cells because of this isolation.

The definition of these three basic response categories establishes the

type of mechanisms that MSI testing can be expected to uncover. Along with the de-

vice response analysis, they provide a basis for selecting the minimum set of state

vectors required for a meaningful test. They also provide a way of estimating the

risk of overlooking sensitive failure modes when an abbreviated test method is

necessary because of cost or total dose limitations.

Before discussing the analysis approach, it should be noted that existing

upset response data shows that most MSI devices also fall into response Category I.

Thus, the chances of encountering devices that have sensitive state vectors is

relatively small. This seems reasonable for circuits that are largely made from

logic cells that are similar to SSI gates, but is clearly not valid for MSI devices

in general. Furthermore, this test data usually involves a very limited number of

state vectors, and it is possible that sensitive modes have been overlooked for some

devices.

3-4 ANALYSIS METHODS.

3-4.1 Topological Analysis.

The first step in the analysis is a visual examination of the device

topology with a microscope or photomicrograph. Its purpose is to detenine the

relative areas of internal components, and also to check for layout asymmetries

(particularly those involving parasitic junctions) that may affect the upset response.
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Our experience with SSI devices usually allows the analysis to be restricted to a

few components because one failure mechanism is expected to dominate the device re-

sponse. For example, the response of the TTL gate discussed in Section 2-3 was

clearly dominated by substrate photocurrent in the phase splitter transistor. Very

large increases in the area of other transistors would have to occur in order for

other mechanisms to become significant, and this can easily be checked by visual

examination. In this case precise measurements of device areas are not required;

the important point is to check for unusual component geometries. This assumes that

the internal logic cells used in more complex devices are similar to SSI logic ele-

*. ments. Although this is usually the case, it should be verified as part of the

*. topological analysis.

For junction-isolated devices, it is relatively easy to estimate the photo-

current generation constant per unit area, enabling a reasonably accurate calculation

of the photocurrent and response threshold from the junction areas and nominal re-

sistance values. The accuracy of the photocurrent calculation can be checked ex-

perimentally by calculating the expected photocurrent of the entire chip and comparing

with experiment. A small correction must be made to allow for isolation diffusion

and bonding pad areas.

For dielectrically-isolated devices (or J.1. devices that respond because

of secondary photocurrent) it is more difficult to estimate the photocurrent because

of its dependence on the collector tub depth which is not precisely known. Secondary

photocurrent mechanisms also depend on internal body resistance values which are also

difficult to estimate. Thus, the analysis method is quantitatively less successful

for secondary photocurrent mechanisms. However, it is still effective in identifying

large internal photocurrent regions, which is one of the most likely reasons for

topologically-dependent response levels.

" "These analysis methods are limited to the steady state, although correction

factors can be applied for the effective charge reduction of narrow radiation pulses

(see equation 2). For most integrated circuits, not enough information is available

about internal components to justify a transient analysis of the device radiation

2
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- response. Exploratory radiation testing is used to determine the most sensitive

timing relationship between electrical input signals, such as clock or onable pulses,

and the radiation pulse.

3-4.2 Functional Logic Analysis.

The selection of the particular state vectors that are to be used for-

radiation testing depends on a functional logic analysis as well as the topological

- analysis. The logic analysis requires familiarity with the functional operation of

the specific circuit. For example, radiation testing of a memory circuit must in-

clude both the write and read modes; such circuits are usually most sensitive in the

write mode because the write circuitry is active during the radiation-induced

transient. No specific rules can be given for this analysis because of the limit-

less variations of MSI circuit functions. In general the circuit should be tested

in all of its basic operating modes, but the number of input state vector variations

and outputs that are examined can be restricted because of internal layout symmetries

that are known from the topological analysis. For most MSI circuits it is relatively

easy to select the basic operating modes. However, for devices with highly complex

operating modes (such as an arithmetic logic unit) more emphasis may have to be placed

on exploratory radiation testing to establish the correct state vectors.

3-4.3 Functional Testing.

For sequential circuits, radiation-induced changes in internal storage

registers are detected by a functional test that occurs shortly after, the radiation

pulse. This functional test must be as complete as possible. For circuits with

relatively simple functions, such as binary counters or shift reqisters, the func-

tional test can simply be a bit by bit comparison of the output from an oscilloscope

photograph. For more complex devices, some form of memory and comparison circuitry

is needed because of the large number of bits that need to be examined. For example,

functional tests of memory circuits can be made with simple logic systems that cow-

* pare the device output with that of a reference memory. Figure 4 shows an exailplo

of such a functional test method for a memory circuit. Commercial equipment such a,
logic analyzers or seiconductor test systems can also be used for functional tetinq.

Computer-control led tst systermis are especial ly valuable for complex functions thd t

are expe, -ive to impleiient with custom hardware.
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3-5 RADIATION TESTING.

Exploratory radiation testing is done using a small number of expendable

test samples to determine the most sensitive state vectors. The primary purpose of

this testing is to identify the most sensitive position of the radiation pulse with

respect to the pulsed input signals that are used to set up the device state vector.

.* Even with expendable devices, only a limited number of permutations of state vectors

can be used because of the time and facility cost. The state vectors and device

* conditions identified in the analysis step are the logical starting conditions for

exploratory testing. It is important to compare carefully the radiation test results

with the response that was anticipated by the analysis. A quantitative comparison

of the upset response threshold with a calculated value can be used to substantiate

the internal response mechanisms.

After the appropriate state vectors are determined, a test plan can be

written for subsequent testing of actual samples. Because of the possibility of

total dose damage, the test plan must carefully control the number of pulses that

are used in determining the upset threshold. The following items should be included

in the test plan:

1) Radiation source requirements (pulse width, type of simulator)

2) Specific state vectors used for upset threshold testing

3) Functional test requirements

4) Specific details of the test fixture (supply voItdes, loading conditions)

5) Equipment specifications for upset response measurement

6) Procedure for determining the upset threshold by successive approAimation

3-6 CIRCUIT SELECTION.

All of the circuits selected for this study were TTL devices. This tech-

* nology was emphasized because the majority of MSI circuits utilize it. ECL circuits

" were not included because of their more limited use in military systems. CMOS cir-

cuits are available in several MSI functions, but their sensitivity to latchup, which

is not addressed by this standard, forces a different emphasis. Until the CMOS

* latchup problem is eliminated, it is unlikely that many systems would be concerned

about their upset response threshold. Other technoloqies such as NMOS and I 2L are

not available in MSI functions, even though they are widely used for LSI desiqns.
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Five different TTL devices were selected to demonstrate the application of

- the test method. Three of them were junction-isolated devices that are standard

commercial designs, while the other two were special radiation-hardened circuits thit

*: use dielectric isolation. One of the D.I. circuits was functionally identical to

one of the J.I. devices, allowing a direct comparison of these technologies. Table j

below summarizes the essential features of the five circuit types.

Table 3. Circuits selected for demonstration
of the test method.

Circuit Fabrication Manufacturer
Type Description Technology (Date Code)

54151 8-Bit Multiplexer Junction-Isolated T.I.
TTL (8029)

54193 4-Bit Counter Junction-Isolated T.I.
TTL (8105)

74LS670* 4x4 Register File Junction-Isolated T.I.
Low Power Schottky TTL (8109)

477-1276 4-Bit Counter Dielectrically-Isolated T.I.
Low Power Schottky TTL (7912)

- 477-1284* 4x4 Register File Dielectrically-Isolated T.I.
Low Power Schottky TTL (7921)

*These two circuits were electrically equivalent to allow comparison of

the two fabrication technologies.

4

LI
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SECTION 4

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED CIRCUITS

4-1 JUNCTION-ISOLATED CIRCUITS.

4-1.1 General Considerations.

Response Mechanisms.-From the general discussion of TTL response mechanisms

• " in Section 2-3, the dominant response mechanism is expected to be the voltage drop of

substrate photocurrent in the phase-splitter transistor (Q2 in Figure 3) through its

load resistor. Secondary photocurrent mechanisms are unimportant because of the dif-

ferences in junction areas of the base-collector and collector-substrate junctions,

"" along with the relative resistance values used in the logic cell design. The area

of the output transistor would have to increase by at least a factor of 5 in order

for the secondary photocurrent response to compete with the phase-splitter substrate

photocurrent mechanism. This analysis assumes that internal MSI logic cells are

* similar in design to the familiar logic cells used in SSI devices, and it is

important to verify this with the photomicrograph.

Substrate Photocurrent Calculations.-Substrate photocurrent can be cal-

- culated from first principle using equations 1 through 4. Although the exact values

of lifetime and doping levels are unknown, the photocurrent varies as the square

root of both, and hence nominal values are usually satisfactory for estimating photo-

currents. Table 4 shows the results of photocurrent sensitivity calculations for
15 -3. gold-doped and Schottky devices assuming a substrate doping level of 10 cm-3 and

an applied voltage of 5 V. The lifetimes were assumed to be 10 ns and 1 I.s, respec-

tively for the two technologies. The calculations show that the diffusion-length

*contribution of the photocurrent is the most significant, even for the gold-doped

* devices.*

* *Leedy, et a].7 concl ude that the depletion contribution dominates for gold doped
* devices because of the observed temperature dependence of the photocurrent.

However, they do not explicitly calculate the diffusion contribution. Further-
more, their estimates of upset threshold are a factor of 2 lower than their
experimental results, indicating that the diffusion contribution is about equal
to the depletion contribution for their devices, which is in reasondble agreement
with the above calculations.
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Table 4. Substrate photocurrent sensitivity of junction-
isolated TTL circuits.

Calculated Measured

Nominal Depletion Diffusion Sensitivity Sensitivity
Lifetime Width Length A-2-

Technology [nsj [[Im [ni cm -rad(Si) cm2-rad(Si)

-99Gold-Doped 10 2.6 6.3 6.0 x 10-  6.9 x 10-

(54151)

6.2 x 10- 9

(54193)

Schottky 1000 2.6 63 4.1 x 10-8 5.1 x l-8
(74LS670)

Experimental data for the three junction-isolated devices are also included

in the table for comparison. These data werp obtained by measuring the chip area,

subtracting 15% to allow for isolation diffu;ion and bonding pad areas, and measuring

the power supply current surge at a dose rate that was low enough to rule out the

possibility of secondary photocurrent. There is surprisingly close agreement between

the calculated and measured values. Note that the photocurrent sensitivity of the

Schottky devices is nearly an order of magnitude greater than the gold-doped devices

because of the long lifetime.

4-1.2 54151 8-Bit Multiplexer.

Response Analysis.-The 54151 represents a basic type of combinational

logic circuit, and is fabricated with the standard gold-doped TTL technology. As

shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 5, the internal circuitry is nearly identical

to that used in elementary TTL gates. The one difference is the phase-splitter con-

nection. A "wire-or" configuration is used, connecting the output of eight phase-

splitter transistors to a single pull-up resistor. Since the dominant response

mechanism involves substrate photocur~rent at this node, this design feature is ex-

" pected to have a large impact on the radiation hardness.

* Examination of the topology of this circuit shows that the "wire-or" con-

nection is obtained by diffusing eight separate base regions into a single collector

isolated region. Figure 6 shows the qeometry of this transistor; its area
-9 2

(3.6 x 10 cm is about a factor of 7 greater than that of a single-collector
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a) Output Transistor

b) Typical Phase-Splitter Transistor

• ic) "Wire-or" Connected Phase-Splitter Transistor (Eight Inputs)

Figure 6. Top view of various transistors used in the 54151 multiplexer.
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transistor. Since the manufacturer used a lower pull-up resistor, the expected

response of the "W" output is expected to be a factor of 4 higher tian that of the

"Y" output, which involves only a standard inverter.

State Vector Selection.-Since this is a combinational circut, it is

relatively easy to select state vectors for radiation testing. The symretry of

the internal design shows that all eight inputs are essentially equivalent, and

radiation testing could be limited to one high state condition. This is also con-

sistent with a functional logic analysis of the circuit. However, the outputs are

substantially different in their sensitivity to transient upset because of the in-

ternal design difference. Output "W" must be included in the outputs that are

measured; if only output "Y" were included, the uDset resoonse threshold of the

circuit would be seriously overestimated.

Although the analysis shows that only one state vector is required, it is

relatively easy to measure both outputs and also select several inputs. This larger

set of state vectors was used for radiation testing.

Functional Testing.-Since the 54151 is a combinational circuit, there are

no internal storage elements and functional testing is not required to determine the

upset level. However, a functional test is needed to verify proper biasing and

operation of the circuit. Because of its simple logic function, this is easily

implemental using general purpose pulse generators and oscilloscopes to manually

verify correct functional operation.

4-1.3 54193 Counter.

Resjponse Analvsis.-The 54193 is a 4-bit up/down counter that is a basic

type of sequential logic circuit. A block diagram of this circuit is shown in

Figure 7. From this diagram, the internal logic is composed of basic logic gates

along with four internal flip-flops that store the binary count. Based on the logic

design, there are no obvious asymmetries to aid in the selection of a specific state

-* vector. There are two possible response modes: recoverable transient signals that

are similar to the response of a simple gate, and non-recoverable counting errors.

- Inspection of the logic diagram shows that the transient mechanism is simply due to

the output stage of the flip-flop, while the change-of-state mechanism could be

caused by the transient response of the logic gates or the fli[)-flops themselves.

. Since the on-chip noise immunity is much greater than the worst-case value used to

determine output transient failure, the threshold for counting errors is expected to

be a factor of 3 to 5 higher.
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Figure 7. Logic diagram for the 54193 counter.
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Examination of the internal transistor geometries shows that "wire-or"

logic is used for the internal OR gates. The geometry of selected transistors is

shown in Figure 8. The normal OR gate phase-splitter transistor has an area that is

about twice that of an inverter phase splitter; in addition one of the phase splitter

transistors has a third base diffusion that is not connected in the circuit. This

transistor is contained in the OR gate used to drive the QD output (most significant

bit). Therefore this is the condition in which the device is most sensitive.

Figure 8 also shows that the internal input transistors have large areas.

The emitter diffusion is selectively placed to select one (or more) of several

metallization runs; the remaining area is used as a cross under. However, the SSI

gate analysis shows that this is not a significant failure mode.

State Vector Selection.-From the response analysis, the MS3 transition is

the most sensitive internal point, so that the device should be most sensitive to

radiation when the radiation pulse overlaps the high-to-low transition of the MSB

S.output. Although this state vector is the most sensitive, it is easy to vary the

. position of the radiation pulse to experimentally find the most sensitive timing

relationship. Based on the topological analysis, the sensitivity should be the

same in either the up or down counting mode.

Functional Testing. -Because the 54193 is a sequential logic circuit, func-

tional testing is the only way to determine count loss. The functional test consists

of a sequence of clock pulses and input signals, monitoring the output of all four

bits to determine counting errors. The clock and input signals must be synchronized

with the radiation pulse.

* 4-1.4 74LS670 Register File.

Response Analysis. =The 74LS670 register file is also a sequential logic

circuit, and a logic diagram of this circuit is shown in Figure 9. This device is

fabricated with the low power Schottky technology, resulting in much lower upset

* threshold responses because of the high photocurrent and high resistance values.

Functionally it introduces an added complication because the outputs are designed

to have a high impedance condition (trn-state) unless the G nutput is low. Transient

failure in the tri-state condition cannot be well defined unless the details of the

application are known.
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a) Output Transistor
Not Used

b) Two-Input "Wire-or" Phase Splitter
(extra base diffusion not connected)

c) Standard Two-Input "Wire-or" Phase Splitter

d) Multiple Emitter Input Transistor

Figure 8. Top view of various transistors used in the 54193 counter.
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The logic design is symmetrical, and since the output stage inverts,

*. high-to-low changes in internal memory will be inverted so that the output is expected

to show zeros becoming ones.

Topological examination shows that the flip-flops use essentially a standard

SSI logic design. The output transistors and the 4-input NOR phase-splitter tran-

sistors have the largest geometries. The output NOR gates use a wire-or configuration

* which will lower the high-state transient output response. However, since these de-

vices are not in the logic path of the internal flip-flops, they will not affect the

memory loss threshold. The layout is symmetric between different storage cells.

State Vector Selection.-The response analysis shows that internal memory

* loss should occur at nearly the same level for all internal storage locations. The

* expected failure mode is zeros going to ones at the output. Memory loss failure

should be independent of the GR and RB (read) connections, but will be affected by

" the write logic signals. A low GW level activates the write circuitry, and is ex-

pected to be the most sensitive condition. Thus, the state vector for upset testing

should correspond to stored zeros with the write enable pulse low. Timing sensitivity

is determined by varying the timing of the radiation pulse to overlap the write

enable period of the various storage cells.

Functional Testing.-A functional test of this circuit requires that it be

* in the read mode. The functional test consists of reading the output a short time

period after the radiation pulse, comparing it to the written pattern.

4-2 DIELECTRICALLY-ISOLATED DEVICES.

4-2.1 General Considerations.

Response Mechanisms. -The response mechanism of the dielectrically-

isolated circuits is expected to be secondary photocurrent in the outout transistor.

* The output transistor has the largest geometry and also relatively large external

- base-emitter resistance paths. A topological view of a typical Schottky transistor

used in these circuits is shown in Figure 10. It has an area that is approximately

four times that of the internal phase splitter transistors. A significant amount

of the collector area is taken by the Schottky diode and n4 tunnel. The typical

base area is 4 x 10- cm2.
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Primary Photocurrent Calculation.-The primary photocurrent of the

dielectrically-isolated devices cannot be directly calculated from equations 1

through 4 because of the finite collector tub depth that limits the available charge

volume. Since the lifetime is ,, 1 j.s, the diffusion length is 60 .m, and much of

the collector tub volume will be collected as primary photocurrent. Assuming that

the collector tub depth is 8 imi, and adding a factor of 2 to the base area to allow

for lateral collection of carriers, the normalized primary photocurrent is 4 x 10
-14

rad- This estimate could be in error by as much as a factor of 4 because of

uncertainties in the assumptions that are the basis of the calculation.

Estimated Response Threshold.-The basic output logic cells used in the

" two dielectrically-isolated circuits use an external base-emitter resistor of 3K

If we assume that secondary photocurrent occurs when V reaches 0.6 V, the response

threshold is about 1.4 x 109 rad(Si)/s. This is less accurate than the estimate

of the thresholds of the junction-isolated devices because, as discussed in the

previous paragraph, the primary photocurrent depends on variables other than the

* surface area. Variations in hFE will also have some effect on the turn-on threshold,

and in general one expects larger unit-to-unit variations in the threshold of devices

that respond because of secondary photocurrent.

Several different logic cell design variations are used in these circuits.

However, their base-emitter resistance paths are usually lower than that of the out-

put cell. The area of all internal transistors is much less than the output transistor,

leading to the conclusion that the output cell has the lowest threshold for both D.I.

circuits.

4-2.2 477-1276 4-Bit Counter

Response Analysis. -As shown in the logic diagram of Figure 11, the

477-1276 counter is functionally very similar to the 54193. Examination of the

topology and logic cell designs shows that all four internal flip-flops have similar

:4 topological designs. The flip-flops are connected to the Q and Q outputs through

, steering diodes, and will lose information when either the internal cells or outputs

turn on. The logic cell analysis discussed earlier shows that the output cell is

the most sensitive. Internal storage loss is expected to occur when the output

transient exceeds the noise margin of the internal storage cell; the transition

point is about 2.1 volts because of the diode steering logic.
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State Vector Selection.--The topological analysis showed that all four

bits are similar in design, and should be equivalent from the standpoint of upset

-. response. All four outputs can be examined after the radiation pulse, using state

• . vectors that represent different logic states for all internal storage cells.

Functional Testing. -The same functional test used for the junction-

- isolated 54193 can be used for the 477-1276 counter.

4-2.3 477-1284 4x4 Register File

Response Analysis.-The logic diagram of the junction-isolated 74LS670

and dielectrically-isolated 477-1284 register files are identical, as shown in

Figure 9. The output logic cell design is similar to that used in the 477-1276

* counter, and is expected to upset at the same level. No significant geometrical

differences were observed between cutputs or between internal logic elements of

common design.

State Vector Selection.-This device is expected to be most sensitive

when the write mode is activated, so the state vectors selected during the radiation

test must include this mode.

Functional Testing.-The same functional test is used for the 74LS670

;* and 477-1284 devices. All four outputs are examined after exposure in the write

mode to determine the status of stored information.

.•
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SECTION 5

RADIATION TEST RESULTS

5-1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS.

* 5-1.1 Simulation Source.

All radiation testing was done using 15 MeV electrons from the Boeing

linear accelerator. The radiation pulse width was 2 is, which was sufficient to

establish equilibrium conditions in the Schottky TTL devices. The beam area was

*restricted to minimize replacement currents from external wiring that might inter-

fere with the output response. This was accomplished by using a collimator along

I* with a reduction in the current of the accelerator.

A thin-film calorimeter 7 was used for dosimetry. A p-i-n diode was then

used to monitor the pulse shape so that the dose rate could be determined.

5-1.2 Test Circuits and Instrumentation.

During radiation testing all circuit outputs were loaded with the network

" shown in Figure 3, simulating a worst-case fanout of 10 for each logic state. Special

high input impedance line drivers were used to transmit the output response through

terminated cables to oscilloscopes that recorded the transient output response.

Power supply current signals were measured with a current transformer.

Input signals were provided by several pulse generators that provided TTL-

compatible signals. These pulse generators were triggered synchronously with the

radiation pulse; a special delay circuit allowed the radiation pulse position to be

varied so that the edge sensitivity of the output response could be determined.

Functional testing was done with the same oscilloscope trace that recorded

the device output. The input pulse timing was adjusted so that this functional test

occurred a short time after the radiation pulse.

5-2 RESULTS FOR THE VARIOUS CIRCUITS.

. 5-2.1 54151 Multiplexer.

An example of the transient response of the 54151 multiplexer is shown in

Figure 12. The output response follows the radiation pulse, and the output of the

* W output is about four times that of the Y output, as expected from the analysis.

The pulse train in Figure 12 represents various inputs; the output did not depend

1 * on which input was selected as long as it was in the high state. As shown in the

figure, there is no significant response when the outputs are low.
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Figure 12. Transient output response of the 54151 multiplexer.
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Five different units of this circuit were tested, and their response ampli-

,. tudes agreed within about 10%. The transient threshold for a 200 mV response was

4.5 x 107 rad(Si)/s for the W output, and 2.9 x 108 rad(Si)/s for the Y output.

This agreed closely with calculations of the response threshold, and shows the im-

portance of internal device geometry in determining the upset response.

5-2.2 54193 Counter.

The 54193 counter exhibited the highest sensitivity to radiation when the

most significant bit was high during irradiation. As discussed in Section 4-2.2,

this was due to the larger size of the wire-or phase splitter transistor used in the

OR gate that drives the MSB flip flop. The upset threshold of the five devices

ranged from 1.7 to 1.9 x 10 rad(Si)/s when tested in this mode. The other outputs

failed at about 2.5 x 10 rad(Si)/s, which is in excellent agreement with the

difference predicted by the geometry of the phase-splitter transistors.

5-2.3 74LS670 Register File.

The typical output response of the 74LS670 register at the memory loss

threshold is shown in Figure 13. The device is in the write mode while being ir-

radiated (the intensified line shows the time period that the write pulse is enabled),

and the radiation overlaps the input select pulse of one of the four inputs (the

input is high). As shown in the functional test that occur afterwards, the first bit

is no longer low, showing functional failure. The failure mode was always low going

to high, as predicted by the analysis. No consistent differences were observed

between different memory locations.

For the five units tested, the threshold for memory loss ranged from

2.5 to 3.4 x 107 rad(Si)/s. At levels about a factor of 2 higher, all internal cells

"" lost memory, regardless of the time relationship between their input select signals

and the radiation pulse.

The lower trace in Figure 13 shows the power supply current surge of this

device. Since it is not gold doped, lifetimes of about 1 jis occur in the substrate,

with a corresponding time response for the power supply surge (essentially substrate

.,.* photocurrent).

- The response of the 74LS670 agreed closely with the results of the analysis.

Slightly larger unit-to-unit variations in response threshold occurred, but this is

expected because of variations in lifetime between units.
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Figure 13. Radiation-induced memory loss in the 74L5670 register file.
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5-2.4 477-1276 Counter.

The typical radiation response of the 477-1276 counter at the counting loss

threshold is shown in Figure 14. The upper trace shows the expected functional re-

* sponse to the input signals, while the bottom shows the loss of stored information

in the most significant bit. This device was most sensitive to counting loss when

. the radiation pulse overlapped an internal clock transition. This was expected from

*. the analysis. Note the change in the one state level prior to the transition.

Four different units were tested, and more variation was observed in their

upset thresholds than for the junction-isolated circuits, as shown in Table 5. All

internal bits failed at about the same level, provided that the radiation pulse over-

* lapped the negative clock transition for the particular bit. As shown in the table,

at slightly higher radiation levels the upset threshold was independent of the clock

position.

Table 5. Counting loss threshold levels for
the 477-1276 counter.

Position-Sensitive Position-Independent
Threshold* Threshold

Unit [rad(Si)/sl [rad(Si)/sl

131 2.7 x 109 3.5 x 109

132 1.5 x 109 2.2 x 109

133 2.2 x 109 2.4 x 109

134 1.9 x l0 2.4 x 109

*The radiation pulse overlapped an internal clock transition for
position-sensitive thresholds. Position-independent thresholds
caused counting errors when the pulse did not overlap the clock.

5-2.5 477-1284 Register File.

* Because of the similar circuit function, the failure mode of the 477-1284

resistor file was virtually the same as that of its junction-isolated counterpart.

However, it failed at levels about two orders of magnitude higher; this was

anticipated from the analysis of the response mechanisms.

Table 6 shows the upset threshold levels for internal memory loss in this

circuit (Q2 output). Variations of about 10 were observed in the threshold of

different internal storage cells. These differences appeared to be random between

different units.
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bit of the 477-1276 counter.
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Table 6. Upset thresholds for internal storage
cell loss in the 477-1284 counter.

Memory Loss
Threshold

Unit [rad(Si)/sj

281 2.1 x 109

282 1.8 x 109

283 2.2 x 1O

284 1.4 x 109

As expected from the analysis, this circuit was most sensitive when the

write pulse was enabled during the time that it was exposed to the radiation pulse.

It was tested in the same way as the 74LS670 that was discussed earlier.

5-3 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

These five circuit types were selected because they are good examples of

basic classes and fabrication technologies used in MSI devices. There are MSI cir-

cuits with far more complicated functions, and the test results for this small number

of devices undoubtedly does not encompass the range of behavior that can be found

in MSI circuits. It is important to consider the mechanisms that were identified

to cause variations in upset behavior so that the results can be extended to other

device types and other fabrication technologies.

During the initial [l)anning it was clear that relatively few examples

of state vector sensitivity had b'on fo",d, and that it was likely that many devices

could be satisfactorily tested with abbreviated test methods (response Category I).

Therefore, it is not surprisinq that three of the five devices did not show state

, vector sensitivity, other than ttie obvious synchronization requirements dictated by

the basic circuit function. As shown in the summary in Table 7, two device types

did show significant differences in the sensitivity of internal modes that were

consistent between units (response Category II). Geometrical factors were the cause

of this behavior, as verified by the close agreement between the radiation test

results and the analysis.
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Table 7. Summary of radiation test results

Upset
Device Response Threshold Technology
Type Category [rad(Si)/sl (Response Mechanism)

54151 4.5 x 107 output "W" Standard Gold-Doped TTL
Multiplexer 2.4 x 108, output "Y" (Substrate Photocurrent)

54193 1.7 - 1.9 x 108, MSB Standard Gold-Doped TTL
Counter %2.5 x 108, other bits (Substrate Photocurrent)

74LS670 2.5 - 3.4 x 107 Schottky TTL
Register File (Substrate Photocurrent)

477-1276 1* 1.5 2.7 x 109 Dielectrically-Isolated
Counter Schottky TTL

(Secondary [hotocurrent)

477-1284 I 1.4 - 2.2 09 Dielectrically-Isolated
Counter Schottky TTL

(Secondary Photocurrent)

- *There are obvious functional requirements that determine basic synchronization
requirements between clock or enable signals and the radiation pulse. These
are not Category II devices because the response does not depend on the
location of internal storage cells.

It must be kept in mind that these circuits are only examples, and that the

identification and analysis of the mechanisms is the important point, not the magni-

tude of the effect. For example, although a relatively large difference was observed

, in the output sensitivity of the 54151 multiplexer, the difference in response

sensitivity of the 54193 bits is less than a factor of 2, and might be considered

unimportant for many applications. However, this circuit was selected with no a

priori knowledge of the unusual phase-splitter transistor geometry. The important

," point is that internal design asymmetries exist that cause state vector sensitivity,

and that they can be found by a relatively simple topological analysis.

No devices were found that fit response Category III. For junction-

Kisolated devices this is not surprising because the response mechanisms involve

K.:i junction area, lifetime and resistance values and it is unlikely that random dif-

ferences among these factors could be large enough to cause large differences in the

..4 response. Since secondary photocurrent threshold levels were typically an order of

magnitude higher, they will generally not be a factor for junction-isolated devices.
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On the other hand, dielectrically-isolated devices respond because of

secondary photocurrent, which is affected by gain, resistance values, and base-

* emitter voltage in addition to primary photocurrent. These variables have a

greater likelihood of statistically combining to cause abnormally large secondary

photocurrents, and one would expect that Category III devices would be more likely

to occur in technologies that respond from this mechanism. For example, Figure 15

shows a distribution of upset response thresholds for an older generation of TTL

NAND gates that were fabricated with dielectric isolation.8 One device (about 1.

of the population) responded at a level one order of magnitude below the mean failure

level. This was caused by an open base-emitter resistor in the output transistor

circuit. Surprisingly, this circuit passed all of the electrical requirements

even at the Mil-Spec temperature extreme. This kind of mechanism could easily occur

in internal logic cells of MSI devices, where it would be more difficult to detect

with electrical measurements because of the isolation between the internal cells and

the input and output leads.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

6-1 RESULTS OF THE TTL STUDY.

The results of the TTL study have shown the importance of internal com-

ponent geometry and chip layout in determining the upset response of the device.

For example, the large geometry of the phase-splitter transistor of the 54151 multi-

* plexer makes it extremely sensitive to transient upset. This sensitivity is only

apparent at one of the two outputs, and could easily be missed by careless test

methods that failed to consider the internal device geometry; the result would be

overestimation of the upset response threshold level by about a factor of 4.

Internal device geometry was also important for the 54193 counter. One

of the internal transistors had an unconnected input, with significantly larger

* .area. This caused one of the internal storage bits to upset at a lower radiation

.* level than the other three even though the logic design of all four bits was identical.

For three of the five device types tested, no unusually sensitive internal

locations were found. This is not surprising, because most MSI devices are

. relatively simple in their functional design and use internal geometries and logic

design methods that are similar to SSI logic. Similar design rules are used, and

in most cases the internal designs are symmetric so that extreme differences in

upset response levels are not observed between different operating modes. Most of the

observed differences can be directly attributed to differences in junction area,

: and are easy to identify from a photomicrograph.

Most sequential circuits have complicated internal storage element con-

figurations, and in general transient-induced changes in these registers are easily

checked by functional testing. Of course, the functional test must be carefully

planned to verify proper operation after irradiation. In a sense, it is easier to

a' detect transient failures in sequential logic circuits because the proper operation

F of many different storage cells are verified each time that the device is tested.

For combinational circuits, individual input and output state vectors have to be

considered.
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6-2 EXTENSION TO OTHER DEVICE TECHNOLOGIES.

In principle the same analysis methods can be applied to other technologies
2

- such as CMOS, I L, and ECL. However, their response mechanisms can differ; for

example, CMOS devices have large parasitic transistor gains, requiring more compli-

cated analysis (the latchup sensitivity of this technology requires similar

-o analyses). It seems unlikely that other junction-isolated technologies could have

highly sensitive operating modes that did not involve obvious differences il, device

* geometry or logic cell layout. Thus, the topological analysis is expected to provide

similar insight into their sensitive response locations.

Relatively few MSI functions are available at the present time in either

. ECL or 12L, and less is known about their response mechanisms. Careful analysis of

the response of simple structures should allow *he same technique used for TTL de-

vices to be applied. When planning topological analyses, it is important to keep

in mind that the analysis must consider all of the failure modes in order to be

valid. Clearly, details such as substrate interactions and the presence of parasitic

junctions under metallization or crossunders are extremely important when considering

less familiar digital structures.

It is also useful to examine the limited test data available on LSI de-

vices. Most testing has not revealed particularly sensitive modes, although the cross-

under sensitivicy reported for the SBP9900 is an exception. At this Doint the LSI

.* technology appears to be similar to MSI; most devices do not exhibit asymmetries

in their response, but there are a few exceptions that can only be identified by

fortuitous or complete testing, or by a combination of testing and analysis. This

is probably the result of designing circuits with basic logic blocks that replicate

geometries and obey stringent electrical design rules. This prevents unusual

geometries in most cases.

6-3 PERSPECTIVE.

Since the basic mechanisms that control the upset response of digital

* devices involve the device geometry and chip layout, it is logical to require that a

topological examination be included as part of any upset response standard. The

analysis method included in the present standard is straightforward to apply, and

does not require detailed processing information from the manufacturer. It was

*- selected as a compromise between the extremes of an involved, research-oriented

analysis and an overly simplified approach that ignores the device topology. This
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seems to be a reasonable approach, but it must be recognized that the majority of

* MSI devices tested to date have not been subjected to such an analysis. It must

"" also be admitted that in many cases simplified "trial and error" approaches are

*' satisfactory. This is a consequence of the logic cell approach that is used for

most present-day circuits.

The analysis is not needed for all device types. However, there is no a

priori method of determining whether a topological analysis is needed, and the

results for the five devices tested in this study show the importance of internal

device geometry in determining the relative upset threshold of internal locations.

The test standard must certainly include an examination of the basic reasons for

the device response if it is to have any hope of identifying sensitive modes for

arbitrary devices.

One can speculate that future devices will depart more drastically from

the simple extensions of basic cells that are used for current technology MSI de-

vices, which will increase the importance of the analysis. There are already examples

,* of mixed technologies, such as TTL memories that consist of ECL memory cells with

TTL interface circuitry. One would expect more innovative design solutions in the

future that take advantage of the low node capacitance and higher noise immunity

of internal circuits; these designs will undoubtedly differ in their radiation

behavior from present designs, and will require careful analysis of fundamental

* response mechanisms before the topological analysis is applied.
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APPENDIX

MIL-STANDARD TEST METHOD

This appendix contains a copy of Draft 2 of the Mil-Standard test method

that was developed for upset threshold response testing.
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1. PURPOSE AND SUMMARY

The purpose of this test procedure is to define a method to measure

the upset response threshold of MSI digital integrated circuits that are

exposed to pulses of transient ionizing radiation. The method consists

of an analysis of the electrical design and topology of the circuit to

determine its most sensitive operating conditions, followed by radiation

testing in an appropriate simulation facility. In order to determine

the upset threshold it is necessary to use a sequence of pulses at

various dose rates. The upset threshold is then determined by successive

approximation.

The method emphasizes ways to minimize the number of different con-

ditions under which an MSI device must be tested, since cost and radiation

damage restrict the number of radiation pulses that can be used.

1.1 Definitions

Special terms used in this test method are defined below:

a. MSI Integrated Circuit

An integrated circuit with a total number of internal components

that is equivalent to the number of components in 15 to 100 NAND

gates. MSI stands for medium scale integration. Examples of MSI

circuits are shift registers, counters, small memories, and

decoders.

b. Combinational Logic

A digital logic system with the property that its output state at

a given time is solely determined by the logic signals at its in-

puts at the same time (except for small time delays caused by the

propagation delay of internal logic elements). Note that combina-

4 tional circuits contain no internal storage elements. Examples of

combinational circuits include multiplexers, decoders, and gate

arrays.
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c. Sequential Logic

A digital logic system with the property that its output state at a

given time depends on the sequence and time relationship of logic

signals that were previously applied to its inputs. Examples of

sequential logic circuits include shift registers, counters, and

arithmetic logic units.

d. State Vector

A state vector completely specifies the logic condition of all

elements within a logic circuit. For combinational circuits the

state vector includes the logic signals that are applied to all

inputs; for sequential circuits the state vector must also include

the sequence and time relationship of all input signals. In this

standard the output states will also be considered part of the state

vector definition.

For example, an elementary 4-input NAND gate has 16 possible state

vectors, 15 of which result in the same output condition ("l" state).

A 4-bit counter has 16 possible output conditions, but many more

state vectors because of its dependence on the dynamic relationship

of various input signals.

e. Upset Response

The electrical response of a circuit when it is exposed to a pulse of

transient ionizing radiation. Two types of upset response can occur:

(1) responses that are caused by a combinational logic chain that

spontaneously recover to the initial logic state vector after

irradiation, and

(2) responses that are caused by a change in one of the internal

storage cells, changing the state vector of the circuit.

- Because the radiation changes the state vector, the circuit

spontaneously recovers to a different loqic state. The circuit

can be restored to its original state vector by reinitialization

after irradiation.

Although the term upset response is usually used to describe output

voltage responses, some devices-such as open collector gates-are

better characterized by measuring the output current. Upset response
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must also include the transient currents that are induced in the

power supply lead as well as the response of the device inputs,

although in most applications the input response is not significant.

f. Response Categories

Experience with SSI devices has shown that although a circuit is

usually most sensitive to logic upset in one of its logic states

(generally the "1" state), the upset threshold of the circuit is

nearly always the same for state vectors that result in the same

output logic state. Thus, a 4-input NAND gate has the same upset

threshold regardless of which of the 15 state vectors are selected

that result in a "1" output state. This occurs because (1) the

inputs are usually not directly involved in the upset response

mechanism, and (2) there is a high degree of symmetry in the layout

and logic cell design of the circuit.

For MSI devices, it is useful to define three different categories

of devices in terms of their internal design and radiation response

mechanisms:

Category 1-Devices with the same symmetry in design and

response exhibited by SSI devices so that there are no hidden

state vectors with unusually low response thresholds. The

selection of state vectors for Category 1 devices can be made

from a logic cell analysis, based on response mechanisms of

SSI devices.

°, Category 2-Devices with internal logic cells that are unusually

sensitive to transient ionization because of differences in

geometry or circuit design. These differences are consistent

for different units (as long as the same mask set was used in

," fabrication), and can be identified by topological analysis.

Category 3-Devices with internal logic cells that are unusually

sensitive to transient ionization because of random variations

in processing. These locations vary between different units,and in general cannot be identified by analysis. Radiation

testing with a large number of state vectors is the only sure

way to detect Category 3 devices.
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Most MSI devices are in Category 1. Examples of Category 2 devices

include circuits with internal logic cell asymmetries (such as

"wire-or" inverters with unused sections) or tunnels used as metal-

lization crossunders that change the response of specific cells.

Although no Category 3 devices have been specifically identified,

a potential example is a memory with an internal defect (such as

an emitter spike) that causes one location to have a low upset

threshold.

1.2 Interferences

There are several interferences that need to be considered when

this test procedure is applied. These include:

a. Total Dose Damage

MSI devices may be permanently damaged by total dose, which limits

the number of radiation pulses that can be applied during transient

upset testing. The total dose sensitivity depends on the fabrica-

tion techniques and device technology.

b. Dosimetry Accuracy

Since this test method ultimately determines the dose rate at which

upset occurs, dosimetry accuracy inherently limits the accuracy of

the method.

c. Latchup

Some types of integrated circuits may be driven into a latchup con-

dition by transient radiation. If latchup occurs, the device will

not function properly until power is temporarily removed and re-

applied. Permanent damage may also occur. Although latchup is

an important transient response mechanism, this procedure is not

applicable to devices in which latchup occurs.

1.3 Other Applicable Standards

Several test standards are applicable to this test method. These

include:

1' a. Calibration of Absorbed Dose from Gamma or X Radiation (ASTM E666-78).

". b. Standard Recommended Practice for the Application of Thermoluminescent

Dosimetry (ASTM E668-78).
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c. Steady State Total Dose Irradiation Procedure (MIL-STD-883B,

Method 1019.1).

d. Dose Measurement for Use in Linear Accelerator Pulsed Radiation

Effects Tests (ASTM F-526).

2. APPARATUS

The equipment required for this method includes an electrical

schematic, a photomicrograph or composite mask drawing of the device,

a transient radiation simulation source, dosimetry equipment, and elec-

trical equipment for the measurement of the device response and func-

tional testing. A test plan is also required. The test plan must

specify the following:

(a) the pulse width, energy, and type of radiation source;

(b) the voltage and electrical loading conditions on each pin

of the device during testing;

(c) the resolution and accuracy required for the upset response

threshold of individual devices, along with the successive

approximation method used to vary the radiation level;

(d) the failure criterion for transient logic failure; and

(e) the functional test to be made after irradiation.

The state vectors in which the device is to be irradiated are determined

from the design and topological analysis of the circuit and thus are

not part of the initial test plan.

2.1 Items Required for the Device Analysis

2.1.1 Electrical Schematic

A schematic diagram of the device to be tested.

2.1.2 Photomicrograph or Mask Drawing

A photomicrograph or composite mask drawing of the test device that

allows the identification of isolation and diffusion regions, and
quantitative comparison of junction areas.
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2.2 Radiation Simulation and Dosimetry Apparatus

2.2.1 Transient Radiation Simulation Source

A pulsed high energy electron or bremsstrahlung source that can

provide a dose rate in excess of the upset response threshold level of

the device being tested at the pulse width specified in the test plan.

In general a linear accelerator (linac) with electron energies of

10 to 25 MeV is required, although in some instances a flash x-ray

with charging voltages above 2.5 MV may be satisfactory.*

2.2.2 Total Dose Dosimetry System

A dosimetry system such as a TLD (thermoluminescent dosimetry

• .system) or calorimeter that can be used to measure the total absorbed

dose produced by a single pulse of the radiation source.

2.2.3 Pulse Shape Monitor

A device for monitoring the shape of the radiation pulse such as

a p-i-n diode. In some instances it may be possible to directly deter-

mine the pulse shape by measuring the total beam current of the

accelerator with a current transformer.

2.2.4 Active Dosimetry Standard

An active dosimeter that allows the dose rate to be determined

from electronic measurements. This may be a p-i-n detector, a Faraday

cup, or a combination of a calorimeter and current transformer.

2.3 Electronic Test Equipment

2.3.1 Radiation Test Fixture

A test fixture that allows the device to be placed in the radiation

beam with convenient connection to external equipment (pulse generators,

power supplies, line drivers) required for testing.

I

*The absorption coefficient of photons in silicon and packaging
* . materials is relatively flat at energies above 2 MeV, and has a nearly

constant ratio to the absorption coefficient of typical dosimetry
systems. At lower energies absorption coefficients increase, which
can introduce large dosimetry errors if the peak energy of a
bremsstrahlung source is below 2.5 MeV.
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2.3.2 Line Drivers

" Line drivers that provide high input impedance to the device under

test and can drive the low impedance of terminated output cables with
adequate signal fidelity. The line drivers must be designed so that

their own response to transient ionizing radiation is much smaller than

that of the circuit being measured.*

2.3.3 General Purpose Test Equipment

Power supplies, pulse generators, cables, and termination resistors

that are required to bias the device and establish its internal operating

conditions.

2.3.4 Transient Response Measuring Device

An oscilloscope or transient digitizer that is used to measure the

transient response of the device under test. The bandwidth and sen-

sitivity of this equipment must be compatible with the pulse width and

measurement criteria in the test plan. For extremely narrow pulses

(< 20 ns) it may be necessary to correct the measured response for the

distorting effect of the limited instrumentation bandwidth.

2.3.5 Functional Test System

A system that is set up to test the functional operation of the

device under test while it is in the radiation test fixture. This may

consist of (1) general-purpose equipment such as pulse generators and

oscilloscopes or logic analyzers, (2) a commercial integrated circuit

test system, or (3) a custom test fixture. The specific requirements

of the functional test system depend on the specifications and require-

ments of the device under test, and are included in the test plan.

2.3.6 Temperature Measuring Equipment

A thermometer, calorimeter, or other temperature measuring device

that can measure the ambient temperature of the device with an accuracy

of at least + 30C.

*Although line drivers are normally not placed in the direct radiation

beam, there is always some stray radiation that may affect the line
driver. Furthermore, replacement currents in the wiring that connects

* -the line driver to the circuit under test may also introduce a
spurious response.
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3. PROCEDURE

The procedure will be governed by a test plan that describes the

device operating conditions, upset response criteria, functional test

method, and radiation source requirements (see section 2). The procedure

is divided into three parts: (1) analysis of the integrated circuit

response mechanisms and geometry; (2) calibration and adjustment of

the radiation facility; and (3) measurement of the radiation level at

which transient upset occurs. The state vectors selected for irradia-

tion are determined from the analysis step.

The test results are incorporated into a test report that includes

necessary information about the test sample and measurement conditions

as well as the test data.

3.1 Analysis

The purpose of the analysis step is to select the state vectors

in which the device is most sensitive to transient upset so that they

can be included in the set of state vectors used for testing. The

analysis starts with the schematic diagram and a photomicrograph or

composite mask drawing of the integrated circuit. It is assumed that

the basic response mechanisms of the device are known from experience

or test data on SSI devices fabricated with the same basic technology.

Specific steps in the analysis are listed below.

3.1.1 Functional Block Analysis

Partition the circuit into functional logic blocks. Determine the

logic path for each output, and identify similar internal functions.

For example, a 4-bit counter can be separated into control, internal

flip-flop, and output logic cells. There are four identical logic paths

corresponding to each of the four bits. Upset mechanisms can then be

associated with each block in the logic path.

3.1.2 Determine Relative Response Sensitivity

Measure the relative junction areas of critical transistors in

each logic path. For devices that respond because of substrate photo-

*O current, the area of the isolation diffusion is measured, whereas for

devices that resnond because of secondary photocurrent, the base area

" . is measured.
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Assuming that the photocurrent at a specific radiation level is

proportional to junction area, use nominal resistor values to determine

the relative voltage drop (and hence the relative upset level) of each

functional block in the logic path. This step will identify the logic

element which has the highest sensitivity to radiation for each logic

path. It also determines which internal logic state is most sensitive

to transient ionization.

3.1.3 Identification of Asymmetries and Parasitic Junctions

Carefully examine the geometry of functionally similar logic

paths to determine if any asymmetries exist that would cause specific

locations to be more sensitive to upset. In order for such differences

to be significant, an obvious difference in junction area must occur.

Also examine the layout to check for tunnels or proximity to other

elements that differ between functionally identical logic cells. Regions

with obvious physical differences should be identified and included in

the state vector set used for irradiation.

3.1.4 State Vector Selection

Use the results of the functional block analysis and topological

analysis to select state vectors that correspond to the most sensitive

logic cells.

3.1.5 Test Plan Modification

Use the results of the preceding steps to determine the response

category of the device (Category 1 or 2) and incorporate the test

vectors selected in step 3.1.4 into the test plan. The total number

of state vectors selected for radiation testing must be compatible with

cost and total dose limitations.

3.2 Setup and Calibration of the Radiation Facility

3.2.1 Accelerator Setup

Adjust the accelerator to the energy, pulse width and nominal

intensity specified in the test plan. Verify that the beam area and

uniformity are adequate for the device being tested and the placement

of the active dosimeter.
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3.2.2 Calibration

Measure the total dose and pulse width of the accelerator, using

the TLD or calorimeter and an appropriate pulse shape monitor. ASTM

methods E666-78 and E668-78 provide appropriate test methods.

3.2.3 Active Dosimeter Calibration

Calibrate the active dosimeter using the same methods. Verify

that the active dosimeter has a linear response over the expected range

of radiation levels.

3.2.4 Noise Test

Set up the radiation test fixture. Place small dummy load resistors

on each pin of the test fixture that are nominally equal to the active

impedance of each pin of the device (electrical measurements or circuit

analysis can be used to determine the appropriate load impedances).

Irradiate the test fixture and dummy loads and measure the output re-

sponse. This response must be less than 1/3 of the output response

that constitutes transient failure (see the test plan).

3.3 Radiation Testing

3.3.1 Sample Selection

The number of devices to be tested shall also be specified by the

test plan. They should be randomly selected from the parent population

(unless otherwise specified) and must be fabricated with the same mask

set used in the analysis (3.1). Each part shall be individually identi-

fied with a serial number. For devices that are sensitive to damage

from static discharge, appropriate handling methods must be used. In

addition to the test devices, a minimum of two expendable devices shall

also be selected from the test sample for use in setting up the functional

test and transient upset equipment.

3.3.2 Set Up and Check Out Functional Test System

Assemble the equipment required for functional testing and adjust

the waveform amplitudes and timing to the values specified in the test

0 plan. Adjust the power supplies required for testing to the correct

-- values and connect them to the radiation test fixture. Temporarily turn
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off or disconnect the power and insert one of the expendable devices

in the test fixture. Reapply power and verify proper operation of the

functional test system.

3.3.3 Set Up and Check Out Upset Response Test System

Assemble the equipment required to measure the transient response

of the device (this usually includes line drivers). Terminate all co-

axial cables with their characteristic impedance. Place the active

dosimeter in close proximity to the device under test (the beam uni-

formity was previously established in section 3.2). Place one of the

expendable devices in the test fixture and set it up in the state vectors

that were selected in section 3.1. Pulse the accelerator and measure

the transient response of the device and the dose rate. If the response

is greater or less than that defined as logic failure, adjust the

accelerator for a higher or lower dose rate and repeat the test. Continue

this process until the upset response level has been bracketed.

3.3.4 Determine Pulse Synchronization Effects

Change the position of the radiation pulse with respect to active

electrical signals (such as a clock or memory write signal) to determine

the most sensitive timing relationship between the radiation pulse and

electrical input signals. Modify the test plan to include these

synchronization requirements if significant differences are found. (This

is usually necessary only for sequential logic circuits.)

3.3.5 Total Dose Damage Sensitivity Estimation

Calculate the total dose from a single pulse at the failure thres-

hold level determined for the expendable device in step 3.3.3. Estimate

the total dose damage threshold* from test data on similar device types

or experiments. If the total dose per pulse exceeds 1% of this estimated

threshold, then the devices must be tested before and after irradiation

to determine the effect of total dose damage. If the total dose per

pulse is less than 1% of this threshold level, total dose testing is not

required.

*The total dose damage threshold is the level at which significant
degradation-typically a 10% change-in electrical parameters occurs.
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3.3.6 Total Dose Testing (Optional)

If the results of the previous step show that total dose testing

is required, then each device must be electrically characterized before

and after upset response testing. This testing must be compatible with

MIL-STD-883B Method 1019.1, except that in this case a pulsed radiation

source is used. (Although a separate experiment could be done with

a steady-state source, this is not necessary. The only purpose of

characterization is to directly determine the total dose damage that

results from the pulsed irradiation used for upset testing.)

3.3.7 Radiation Testing of Serialized Devices

Turn off or disconnect the power and logic signals from the radiation

test fixture. Before beginning the tests, measure the ambient tempera-

ture. Insert one of the serialized devices into the test fixture. Re-

apply power and logic signals from the functional test system and test

the functional operation of the device in the test fixture. Establish

the correct state vector, pulse the accelerator and measure the transient

response. Also measure the dose rate using the active dosimeter.

Functionally test the device after irradiation to determine changes in

the state vector.

If the results of the test show that the response is below the

upset failure criterion, increase the dose rate by the factor specified

in the test plan and repeat the test.

Conversely, if the results show that the device is above the upset

threshold, lower the dose rate by the factor specified in the test plan.

Continue this sequence until data above and below the upset threshold

are obtained within the interpolation range specified in the test plan.

Keep track of the number of pulses and total dose and make sure that

* the total dose accrued during testing is well below the damage threshold

of the device.

Repeat this sequence for each soecified state vector. Additional

units are tested in the same way, starting at the best estimated radia-

* tion level in order to minimize the number of pulses required in the

test sequence.
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3.3.8 Calculation of the Upset Response Threshold

For each device and state vector, determine the upset response

threshold from dose rate data above and below threshold as determined

with the active dosimeter. For upset responses that do not involve

state vector changes interpolation can be used because the response

is approximately proportional to the dose rate near the threshold level.

For responses that involve state vector changes it is usually not pos-

sible to use interpolation; the accuracy of the result is then limited

by the difference between successive radiation levels which bracket

the upset response threshold.

3.4 Report

The report shall include device identification (including date or

lot code), results of the device analysis, date of test, name of operator,

type of test facility, pulse width, bias conditions, state vectors used

for testing, upset criteria, test temperature, and the dose rate at

which the upset response was identified for each logic state vector.

Any additional data specified in the test plan must also be included.

4. SUMMARY

The following shall be specified prior to the start of the test

program:

a. Device type, manufacturer, date code, mask identification, and

the number of units to be tested.

b. Upset response criteria (including the output loading configuration).

c. Bias conditions.

d. Output pins to be measured.

e. Functional test requirements.

f. Input state vectors used for upset response testing.

g. Energy, pulse width and type of radiation simulation source.

h. Restrictions on total dose.

i. Ambient temperature range during testing.
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j. Sequence used to adjust the dose rate in order to determine the

upset threshold by successive approximation.

k. Interpolation or analysis method used to determine the upset

threshold.
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ATTN: AQM
ATTN: YB NASA
ATTN: YD Ames Research Center
ATTN: YE ATTN: G. Deyoung
ATTN: YG
ATTN: YGR, R. Davis NASA Headquarters
ATTN: YKJ ATTN: Code DP R. Karpen
ATTN: YKM for YKS, P. Stadler
ATTN: YKM for YKA, C. Kelly Department of Commerce
ATTN: YLS,L. Darda National Bureau of Standards
AFTN: YLS ATTN: Code A305, K. Galloway
ATTN: YLVM, J. Tilley ATTN: Code A347, J. Mayo-Wells
ATTN: YL ATTN: Code C216, J. Humphreys
ATTN: YN ATTN: Code A353, S. Chappell
ATTN: YO ATTN: Code A327, H. Schafft
ATTN: YR ATTN: Code A361, J. French
ATTN: YV ATTN: R. Scace

ATTN: C. Wilson
Strategic Air Command ATTN: T. Russell

ATTN: NRI-STINFO, Library
ATTN: XPFS, M. Carra DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CONTRACTORS

Tactical Air Command University of California
ATTN: XPG Lawrence Livermore National Lab

ATTN: Technical Info Dept Library3416th Technical Training Squadron (ATC) ATTN: L-156, J. Yee
Air Training Command ATTN: L-389, R. Ott

ATTN: TTV ATTN: L-1O, H. Kruger (Class L-94)
ATTN: L-156, R. Kalibjian

-DEPARMENT OF-E - ATTN: W. Orvis
ATTN: L-153, 0. Meeker (Class L-477)

Department of Energy

Albuquerque Operations Office Sandia National Lab
ATTN: WSSB ATTN: Org 2100, B. L. Gregory
ATTN: WSSB, R. Shay ATTN: Div 2143, H. WeaverATTN: Div 2144, W. Dawes-THER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES ATTN: Org 2150, J. A. hood

C I i AATTN: Div 4232, L. Posey
Central Intelligence Agency ATTN: Org 9336, J. H. RenkenATTN: OSWR/NED ATTN: Div 2143, H. Sander

ATTN: OSWR, T. Marquitz ATTN: T. Wrobel
ATTN: OSWR/STD/MTB, A. Padgett ATTN: Div 1232, G. T. Baldwin

Department of Transportation/FAA
ATTN: ARD-350
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Los Alamos National Laboratory BDM Corp
ATTN: J. Freed ATTN: D. Wunsch
ATTN: 0. Lynn ATTN: R. Antinooe
ATTN: D. K. Wilde ATTN: Marketing
ATTN: C. Spirio
ATTN: MS 0450, B. McCormick Beers Associates, Inc

ATTN: B. Beers
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS ATTN: S, Ives

Advanced Microdevices, Inc Bendix Corp
ATTN: J. Schlageter ATTN: Doc Con

Advanced Research & Applications Corp Bendix Corp
ATTN: R. Armistead ATTN: M. Frank
ATTN: L. Palkuti
ATTN: T. J. Magee Bendix Corp

ATTN: E. Meeder
Advanced Research & Applications Corp

ATTN: A. Larson Boeing Aerospace Co
4 cy ATTN: MS-2R-O0, A. Johnston

Aerojet Electro-Systems Co ATTN: MS-2R-DO, E. L. Smith
ATTN: P. Lathrop ATTN: MS-8l-36, P. Blakely
ATTN: D, Toomb ATTN: MS-2R-O0. C. Rosenberg
ATTN: SV/8711/70 ATTN: 0. Mulkey
ATTN: D. Huffman ATTN: MS-2R-O0, I Arimura

ATTN: MS-81-36, W, Doherty
Aerospace Corp ATTN: C. Dixon

ATTN: J, Reinheimer
ATTN: J, Stoll Boeing Co
ATTN: 1. Wiesner ATTN: R. Caldwell
ATTN: R. Crolius ATTN: D. Egelkrout
ATTN: A. Carlan ATTN: H. Wicklein
ATTN: H. Phillips ATTN: 8K-38
ATTN: V. Josephson MS-4-933
ATTN: W. Kolasinski, MS/259 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc
ATTN: R. Slaughter ATTN: R. Chrisner
ATTN: D. Fresh
ATTN: C. Huang Burr-Brown Research Corp
ATTN: S. Bower ATTN: H. Smith
ATTN: I, Garfunkel
ATTN: R. Crolius Burroughs Corp
ATTN: W. Crane, A2/1083 ATTN: Product Evaluation Laboratory
ATTN: P. Buchman
ATTN: D. Schmunk California Institute of Technology
ATTN: B. Blake ATTN: J. Bryden

ATTN: G. Gilley ATTN: K. Martin
ATTN: W, Price

Aerospace Industries Assoc of America, Inc ATTN: A. Shumka
ATTN: S. Siegel ATTN: P. Robinson

ATTN: W. R. Scott

Ampex Corp
ATTN: J. E. Smith Charles Stark Draper Lab, Inc

ATTN: 0. Knutson ATTN: R. Bedingfield
ATTN: N. Tibbetts

Analytic Services, Inc (Anser) ATTN: 3. Boyle
ATTN: A. Shostak ATTN: R. Haltmaier
ATTN: P. Szymanski ATT%: A. Sch"itz
ATTN: J. O'Sullivan ATTN: A. Freeman

ATTN: D. Gold

AVCO Systems Division ATTN: R. Ledger
ATTN: D. Fann ATTN: P. Greiff
ATTh: 0. Shrader ATTN: Tech Library
ATTN: W. Eroding ATTN: W. D. Callender
ATTN: C. Davis

Cincinnati Electronics Corp

Battelle Memorial Institute ATTN: L. Hamnmond
ATTN: R. Thatcher ATTN: C. Stump
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Computer Sciences Corp General Electric Co
ATTN: A. Schiff ATT%: Technical Info Ctr for L. Chasen

ATTN: Technical Library
Control Data Corp ATTN: D. Tasca

ATTN: J. Meehan ATTN: W. Patterson
ATTN: D. Newberry, BRR 142 ATTN: J. Palchefsky, Jr
ATTN: T. Frey ATTN: R. Benedict

ATTN: J. Peden
University of Denver ATTN: J. Andrews

ATTN: Sec Officer for F. Venditti ATTN: R. Casey

Develco, Inc General Electric Co
ATTN: G. Hoffman ATTN: J. Gibson

ATTN: D. Cole
Dikewood ATTN: C. Hewison

ATTN: Tech Lib for/L. Davis
General Electric Co

E-Systems, Inc ATTN: D. Pepin
ATTN: K. Reis

N KGeneral 
Research Corp

E-Systems, Inc ATTN: R. Hill
ATTN: Division Library ATTN: Technical Information Office

Eaton Corporation George C. Messenger
ATTN: A. Anthony Consulting Engineer
ATTN: R. Bryant ATTN: G. Messenger

Effects Technology, Inc Georgia Institute of Technology
ATTN: E. Steele ATTN: Res & Sec Coord for H. Denny
ATTN: A. Hunt

Goodyear Aerospace Corp
Electronic Industries Association ATTN: Security Control Station

ATTN: J. Kinn
Grunmman Aerospace Corp

Exp & Math Physics Consultants ATTN: J. Rogers
ATTN: T. Jordan

GTE Microcircuits
University of Florida ATTN: F. Krch

ATTN: H. Sisler
Harris Corp

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp ATTN: W. Abare
ATTN: Technical Information Services ATTN: E. Yost
ATTN: E. Poncelet, Jr ATTN: C. Davis
ATTN: J. Davison
ATTN: K. Attinger Harris Corporation

ATTN: 0. Williams MS-51-75
Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp ATTN: B. Gingerich MS-51-120

ATTN: D. Newell ATTN: J. Cornell
ATTN: D. Cadle ITTN: C. Anderson
ATTN: E. Hahn A-TN: T. Sanaers MS-51-121

ATTN: Mngr Bipolar Digital Eng
Franklin Institute ATTN: Mgr Linear Engineering

- ATTN: R. Thompson ATTN: J. Schroeder

General Dynamics Corp Hazeltine Corp
L ATTN: W. :ansen ATTN: J. Okrent

ATTN: C. Meinen
General Dynamics Corp

V ATTN: R. Fields MZ 2839 Honeywell, Inc
ATTN: 0. Wood ATTN: R. Guim

. ATTN: D. Nielsen MN 14-30115
General Electric Co ATTN: J. Moylan

ATTN: J. Reidl
ATTN: G. Bender Honevwell, Inc
ATTN: L. Hauge ATTN: Technical Library
ATTN: B. Flaherty

Honeywell, Inc
* General Electric Co ATTN: L. Lavoie

ATTN: G. Gati MD-E184
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Honeywell, Inc JAYCOR
ATTN: R. I. Reinecke ATTN: R. Stahl

' ATTN: J. Zawacki ATTN: L. Scott
ATTN: J. Schafer ATTN: T. Flanagan
ATTN: MS 725-5 ATTN: M. Treadaway
ATTN: C. Cerulli ATTN: J Azarewicz
ATTN: H. Noble

JAYCOR
Honeywell, Inc ATTN: R. Poll

ATTN: R. Belt MS-MN 17-2334
ATTN: 0. Herold MS-MN 17-2334 IRT Corp
ATTN: D. Lamb MS-MN 17-2334 ATTN: J. Harrity

ATTN: N. Rudie
Hughes Aircraft Co ATTN: M. Rose

ATTN: R. McGowan ATTN: Physics Division
ATTN: D. Binder ATTN: MDC
ATTN: K. Walker ATTN: Systems Effects Division
ATTN: CTDC 6/El1O ATTN: R. Mertz

ATTN: R. Judge
Hughes Aircraft Co

ATTN: E. Smith MS V347 Jet Propulsion Laboratory
ATTN: A. Narevsky $32/C332 ATTN: W. R. Scott
ATTN: W. Scott $32/C332 ATTN: R. Covey
ATTN: D. Shumake ATTN: F. Grunthaner
ATTN: E. Kubo ATTN: K. Martin

ATTN: W. Price, MS 83-122Hughes Aircraft Co ATTN: D. Nichols, T-1180
ATTN: R. C. Henderson

Hughes Aircraft Company John M. Kinon
ATTN: P. Coppen ATTN: J. Kinon
ATTN.- MS-A2408, J. Hall

Johns Hopkins University
IBM Corp ATTN: R. Maurer

ATTN: H. Mathers ATTN: P. Partridge
ATTN: Electromagnetic Compatability
ATTN: Mono Memory Systems Kamnan Sciences Corp

* . ATTN: T. Martin ATTN: J. Erskine
ATTN: C. Baker

IBM Corp ATTN: Dir Science & Technology Div
ATTN: N. Haddad ATTN: W. Rich
ATTN: A. Edenfeld ATTN: N. Beauchamp
ATTN: W. Henley
ATTN: MS 110-036, F. Tietze Kaman Tempo
ATTN: W. Doughten ATTN: R. Rutherford

ATTN: S. Saretto ATTN: DASIAC
ATTN: H. Kotecha ATTN: W. McNamara
ATTN: 0. Spencer 4 cy ATTN: M. Espig

[IT Research Institute Kaman Tempo
ATTN: R. Sutkowski ATTN: W. Alfonte~ATTN: I. Mindel
ATTN 1.Litton 

Systems, Inc
Illinois Computer Research Inc ATTN: F. Motter

ATTN: E. S. Davidson ATTN: G. Maddox
ATTN: J. Retzler

Institute fur Defense Analyses
ATTN: Tech Info Services tockheed Misiles & Space Co, Inc

ATTN: B. Kimura
International Tel & Telegraph Corl, ATTN: L. Rossi

ATTN: Dept 608 ATTN: K. Greenough
ATTN: A. Richardson ATTN: Dr. G. K. Lum, Dept ,1-63

ATTN: S. Taiinuty Dept .1-4/154
Ion Physics Corp ATTN: D. Wolfhard

ATTN: R. [vans, ATTN: P. Fene
ATTN: J. C. Lee

JAYCOR ATTN: F. Hesee
ATTN: R. ',ullivon ATTN: G . L umn
ATN: E. Alcaraz ATTN: J. Ciyot , Dept 21. -63

ATTN : t. Smith
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Lockheed Missiles & Space Co, Inc Mission Research Cori)
ATTN: J. Crowley ATTN: R. Pease
ATTN: Reports Library ATTN: D. Merewether
ATTN: J. Smith ATTN: R. Turfler

ATTN: D. Alexander
M.I.T. Lincoln Lab

ATTN: P. McKenzie Mission Research Corporation
ATTN: J. Lubell

Magnavox Advanced Products & Sys Co ATTN: D. Ware
ATTN: W. Hagemeier ATTN: R. Curry

Magnavox Govt & Indus Electronics Co Mitre Cori)
ATTN: W. Richeson ATTN: M. Fitzgerald

Martin Marietta Corp Mon tek
ATTN: H. Cates ATTN: MS 640, M. Campbell
ATTN: J. Ward
ATTN: TIC/MP-30 Motorola, Inc
ATTN: W. Janocko ATTN: A. Christensen
ATTN: J. Tanke
ATTN: W. Brockett Motorola, Inc
ATTN: S. Bennett ATTN: L. Clark
ATTN: MP-163, N. Redmond ATTN: 0. Edwards
ATTN: R. Gaynor ATTN: C. Lund
ATTN: MP-163, W. Bruce
ATTN: P. Fender National Academy of Sciences
ATTN: R. Bokomoto ATTN: National Materials Advisory Board

Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace National Semiconductor Cori)
ATTN: M. Shumaker ATTN: A. London
ATTN: MS-D6074, M. Poizella ATTN: J. Martin
ATTN: D-6074, G. Freyer ATTN: F. C. Jones
ATTN: E. Carter
ATTN: Research Library University of New Mexico
ATTN: P. Kase ATTN: H. Southward
ATTN: Goodwin

Norden Systems, Inc
University of Maryland ATTN: Technical Library

ATTN: H. C. Lin ATTN: D. Longo

McDonnell Douglas Corp Northrop Corp
ATTN: R. Kloster, Dept E451 ATTN: A. Kalma
ATTN: A. Munie ATTN: 7. Shafield
ATTN: M. Stitch/Dept E003 ATTN: A. Bahrainan
ATTN: Library ATTN: P. Eisenberg
ATTN: 0. Dohm ATTN: J. Srour
ATTN: T. Ender, 33/6/618 ATTN: S. Othoer

McDonnell Douglas Corp Northrop Corp
ATTN: J. Holtegrem ATTN: E. King, C3323/WC
ATTN: P. Albrecht ATTN: P. Gardner
ATTN: 0. Fitzgerald ATTN: L. Apodaca
ATTN: J. 3. Imai ATTN: T. Jackson
ATTN: M. Ralsten ATTN: D. Strorel
ATTN: R. Lothringer ATTN: S. Stewart
ATTN: M. Onoda ATTN: P. ieCser
ATTN: P. Bretch

Pacific-Sierra Research Corp)
SMcDonnell Douglas Cori) ATTN: L. Arode, Chairman SAGE

ATTN: Technical Library
Palisade-, Inst for Rsch Services. Inc

Mission Research Corr ATTN: .Scretarv
ATTN: C. Lonigmire

ATTN: M. Van Blaricumcum Physic,, liternational Co
ATTN: (livision 600(1

Mission Research Corp, San Diegjo ATTN: J1 Shea
ATTN: R. derger ATTN: I. Huntingo
ATTN: B. Passenhein
ATTN: J. Raymond
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Power Conversion Technology, Inc Rockwell International Corp
ATTN: V. Fargo ATTN TIC 106-216

ATTN: A. Langenfeld
R & D Associates

ATTN-. W. Karzas Sanders Associates, Inc
ATTN: C. Rogers ATTN: M. Aitel

ATTNI: L. Blrodeur
Rand Corp

ATTN: C. Crain Science Applications, Inc
ATTN: 3. Beyster

Raytheon Co ATTN: F. Fitzwilson
ATTN: J. Ciccio ATTN: V. Verbinski
ATTN: G. Joshi ATTN: 3. Naber
ATTN: T. Wein ATTN: L. Scott

ATTN: J. Spratt
Raytheon Co ATTN: D. Strobel

ATTN: H. Flescher ATTN- D, Long
ATTN: A. Van Doren ATTN: V. Orphan

ATTN: D. Millward
RICA Corp

ATTN: V. Mancino Science Applications, I~ic
ATTN: C. Cheek

RCA Corp ATTN: N. Blyrn
ATtN: R. Smeltzer ATTN: 3. Swirczynski
ATTN: L. Minich
ATTN: D. O'Connor Science Applications, Inc
ATTN: Office N103 ATTN: 3. Wallace
ATTN: G. Hughes ATTN: WI. Chadsey

RCA Corp Science Applications, Inc
ATTN: R. Killion ATTNi D. Stribling

RCA Corp Scientific Research Assoc, Inc
ATTN: E. Schmitt ATTN: H. Grubin
ATTN: L. P. Debacker
ATTN: W. Allen Signetics Corporation

ATTN: 3. Lambert
RCA Corporation

ATTN: W. F. Heagerty Singer Co
ATTN: R. F. Magyarics ATTN: Technical Information Center
ATTN: E. Van Keuren ATTN: R. Spiegel
ATTN: 3. Saultz ATTN: 3. Laduca

ATTN: 3. Brinkman
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

ATTN: R. Gutmann Spe:-ry Corp
ATTN: R. Ryan ATTN: Engineering Laboratory

Research Triangle Institute Sperry Corp
ATTN: Sec Control Office for MI. Simions ATTN: 3. Inda

Rockwell International Sperry Flight Systems
ATTN: T. Yates ATTN: 0. Schow
ATTN: TIC BAD8

Sperry Rand Cor)
Rockwell International Corp ATTN: P. Viola

ATTN: K. Hull ATTN: C. Craig
ATTN: 3. Bell ATTN: P. Maraffino
ATTN: V. De Martino ATTN: F. Scaravaglione
ATTN: A. Rove]]
ATTN: J. Pickel, Code 031-10BOI Sp ire Corp
ATTN: R. Pancholy ATTN: R. Dolan
ATTN: C. Kleiner ATTN: R. Little
ATTN: V. Strahan
ATTN: GA50 TIC/L, G. Green SRI International
ATTN: V. Mich&' ATTN: P. Dolan
ATTN: 3. Blanotord ATTN: A. Whitson

Rockwell International Corp Sundstrand Corp
ATTN: TIC D/41-092 AJOI ATTN: Research Departuent
ATTN: 0. Stevens
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Sylvania Systems Group TRW Electronics & Defense Sectur

ATTN: E. Motchok 
ATTN: F. clieet

ATTN: C. Thornhill ATTN: F. Holoway

ATTN: W. Dunnet 
ATTN: R. ringsland

ATTN: L. Pauplis 
ATTN: W. Willi'd

ATTN: L. Blaisdell ATTN: P. Guilfoyle

ATTN: A. Aitteles MS RI/2144

Sylvania Systems Group ATTN: J. Bell

ATTN: C. Ramsbottom ATTN: Vulnerability & iardness Lab

ATTN: H & V Group ATTN: W. Rowan

ATTN: H. Ullman ATTN: H. Hennecke
ATTN: P. Fredrickson ATTN: Technical Information CenterATTN-. P. R. Rej~d MS R6/2541

Strategic Systems Div 
ATTN: H. Volmeragene, Re/1126

ATTN: J. A. Waldron 
2 cy ATTN: R. Plebuch

ys nDn Cr2 cy ATTN: 0. Adams
> ZL -. ]LSystron-Donner Corp

ATTN: j. Indelicato 
TRW Systems and Energy

-,-ATTN: 
G. Spehar

Teledyne Brown Engineering 
ATTN: 0. Gpehan

ATTN: J. McSwain 
ATTN: R. Mathews

ATTN: 0. Guice

ATTN: T. Henderson 
Vought Corp

TenStsoaATTN: Technical Data Center
"."'o ~ ~~Teledyne Systems CompanyATN 

Liry

ATTN: R. Suhrke ATTN: R. Tomme

Texas Instruments, Inc Westinghouse Electric Corp

ATTN: D. Matus ATTN: E. Vitek MS 3200

ATTN: R. McGrath ATTN: N. Bluzer
ATTN: R. Stehlin ATTN: H. Kalapaca MS 3330

ATTN: R. Carroll MS 3143 ATTN: J. Cricchi

ATTN: T. Cheek MS 3143 ATTN: L. McPherson

ATTN: F. Poblenz MS 3143 ATTN: MS 330, D. Grimes

ATTN: E. Jeffrey MS 961 ATTN: MS 3330

The Garrett Corp Westinghouse Electric Corp

ATTN: H. Weil ATTN: S. Wood

TRW Electronics & Defense Sector 
IBM Corp

ATTN: F. Fay ATTN: J. Ziegler

ATTN: J. Gorman

ATTN: C. Blasnek

ATTN: R. Kitter
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